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Abstract

In software-defined wireless networking (SDWN), the optimal routing tech-

nique is one of the effective solutions to improve its performance. This routing

technique is done by many different methods, with the most common using

integer linear programming problem (ILP), building optimal routing metrics.

These methods often only focus on one routing objective, such as minimizing

the packet blocking probability, minimizing end-to-end delay (EED), and max-

imizing network throughput. It is difficult to consider multiple objectives con-

currently in a routing algorithm. In this paper, we investigate the application

of machine learning to control routing in the SDWN. An intelligent routing

algorithm is then proposed based on the machine learning to improve the net-

work performance. The proposed algorithm can optimize multiple routing

objectives. Our idea is to combine supervised learning (SL) and reinforcement

learning (RL) methods to discover new routes. The SL is used to predict the

performance metrics of the links, including EED quality of transmission

(QoT), and packet blocking probability (PBP). The routing is done by the RL

method. We use the Q-value in the fundamental equation of the RL to store

the PBP, which is used for the aim of route selection. Concurrently, the learn-

ing rate coefficient is flexibly changed to determine the constraints of routing

during learning. These constraints include QoT and EED. Our performance

evaluations based on OMNeT++ have shown that the proposed algorithm has

significantly improved the network performance in terms of the QoT, EED,

packet delivery ratio, and network throughput compared with other well-

known routing algorithms.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Software-defined wireless networking (SDWN) is becom-
ing more and more widely used in many fields, such as

enterprise networking, transportation systems, automatic
control buildings, metropolitan area networking, health
and medical systems, and security surveillance systems.
Figure 1 illustrates an architecture of the SDWN, formed
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by the nodes that connect to each other via wireless
transmission medium according to a mesh topology.
Each node in the SDWN is a wireless router (WR).
Among all WRs, there are some WRs connected to the
gateway (GW) via wired or wireless links for accessing
the Internet. To ensure bandwidth for internet
connections, the optical fiber with the speed of Gigabits
Ethernet is often used to connect between WR and
GW. The mobile hosts (MHs) that include smartphones,
laptop computers, and other smart devices connect to the
WRs via wireless transmission medium to access the
internet.

For the architecture of the SDWN, the network sys-
tem is divided into three layers, namely, infrastructure
layer, control layer, and application layer [1–4]. The
infrastructure layer includes the devices of the wireless
network, such as WRs and MHs. However, these devices
only perform switching the data packets based on the
flow switch table that is provided from the control layer.
The network control functions are executed in separate
entities called the SDN controller. For this principle, it is
easy and convenient to improve the control protocols for
enhancing the network performance, with the most com-
mon being the routing protocols. The typical method for
implementing routing protocols in SDWN is centralized
routing. The routing function is performed at the SDN
controller. When there is a request for discovering a new
route, the SDN controller implements the routing algo-
rithm to find the path from source to destination.
Recently, the study and proposal of optimal routing algo-
rithms have attracted many research groups to improve
network performance. There are two popular methods to
implement optimal routing algorithms according to the

principle of centralized routing. One is to use a routing
metric. This method builds an optimal routing metric
according to the given aim, and then the shortest path
algorithm is used to find the route from source to destina-
tion. The path be defined as a sequence of nodes and
links. In this context, the shortest path is interpreted as
the best metric. Another method is to use linear or non-
linear programming (LP or NP) problems. Based on the
given objective and constraints, the routing algorithm is
formulated as an LP or NP problem. SDN controller
solves this problem to find a route.

The two mentioned methods often optimize only
one performance parameter, such as minimizing the
packet blocking probability, maximizing network
throughput, and improving the quality of transmission.
To be able to optimize multiple parameters simulta-
neously, it is necessary to build a multiobjective optimi-
zation problem. However, the computational complexity
of this problem is often high, so the implementation is
quite tricky. Recently, the application of artificial intelli-
gence and machine learning (ML) for routing issues has
been developed by some research groups. This method
can solve the optimal multiobjective routing problem, so
network performance is improved better. In this paper,
we focus on investigating the application of ML to con-
trol routing in the SDWM. Thence, we proposed an
intelligent routing algorithm by using a combination of
the SL and RL methods to improve the performance of
the SDWM.

The next sections of this paper are organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents the application of ML to control
routing in the SDWM and published works related to this
issue. Section 3 presents our proposed routing algorithm.

F I GURE 1 An example of the

software-defined wireless network
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Section 4 presents the simulation results and discussion.
Finally, concluding remarks and promising future study
items are given in Section 5.

2 | RELATED WORKS

2.1 | Supervised learning (SL)-based
routing for wireless networks

SL is a type of ML whose goal is to predict the value of an
outcome measure based on several input measures [5].
Learning is performed on a set of training data. Each
sample in training data is a pair consisting of an input
value and an output value. An SL algorithm analyzes the
training data set and produces an inferred function,
which can be used for predicting new samples. The
inferred function is often determined by the regression
technique.

In the field of wireless networking, the SL is often
used to predict link quality for the optimal routing
algorithms. For this subject, Wang and others [6] have
proposed MetricMap for routing that predicts link qual-
ity using SL in the training phase. To evaluate the per-
formance of MetricMap, the authors have used a
30-node sensor network testbed. Their results have
shown that the MetricMap outperforms the MintRoute
[7] in terms of data delivery rate for the case of high
data rate. Besides, MetricMap does not negatively
impact on other performance metrics. Singh and Kaur
[8] have estimated link cost for routing optimization in
wireless sensor networks by using five different ML
algorithms: Multilayer perceptron, Radial Basis Func-
tion Neural Networks, Bayes Net, Naïve Bayes, and
C4.5 Decision tree. The evaluation results have shown
that C4.5 decision tree is the most suitable algorithm to
estimate the link cost for routing optimization in wire-
less sensor networks.

In this paper, we use the regression technique of the
SL method to predict the performance metrics of the
links, including packet blocking probability and end-to-
end delay (EED). These metrics are used for the objective
and the constraints of the proposed routing algorithm.

2.2 | Reinforcement learning (RL)-based
routing for wireless networks

RL is a form of the ML in which a system can learn from
its previous actions to select better actions in the future.
Figure 2 illustrates the working principle of RL, where
agent acts as a learner, interacting with its environment
to select an action so that the obtained rewards are the

greatest. Considering the RL-based routing problem in
the WMN, a WR interacts with its neighbors by sending
Hello packets to learn the routing table. Each time WR
interacts with the neighbors, it gains the reward of the
cost of the route from it to the destination. By the learn-
ing process, the WR will choose the neighbor with the
best reward to update into its routing table.

The total reward after performing action at at state st
by the RL method is Qðst,atÞ, determined by Q-Learning
algorithm, given by

Qðst,atÞ ¼ ð1�αÞ�Qðst,atÞ
þ α½Rðstþ1,atþ1Þþ γ�max

8atþ1

Qðstþ1,atþ1Þ� , ð1Þ

where α and γ are the learning rate and the discount fac-
tor, respectively. α and γ � ½0,1�.

For the RL-based routing technology, the Q-value
in (1) is often used as the objective of the routing algo-
rithm [9–12]. An optimal routing algorithm for the
WMN, namely, Reinforcement Learning-based Best Path
Routing (RLBPR) has been proposed by M. Boushaba
and others [9], where the packet blocking probability is
used as the reward for choosing the next hop to go to
the destination node. By simulation method based on
NS-2 [13], the authors have shown that RLBPR algo-
rithm outperforms some other algorithms in terms of
delay and network throughput. Syed and others [14]
have proposed two route selection schemes based on RL
to improve the performance of the multihop cognitive
radio network. These schemes are named traditional RL
and RL-based with average Q-value. Both schemes use
the available channel time at the bottleneck link as the
reward of the Q-learning. This metric is used for select-
ing the route between a pair of source-destination
nodes. The performances of these proposed schemes are
evaluated by the experimental method based on a

F I GURE 2 The model of interacting and updating the Q-value

in the reinforcement learning method
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testbed, compared with an existing route selection
scheme, namely highest-channel (HC). Their experimen-
tal results have shown that two proposed schemes out-
perform HC approach in terms of packet delivery ratio
(PDR), throughput, and the number of route breakages.
The RL method has also been used in Yin and others
[15], where the authors have proposed an energy bal-
anced routing protocol based on Q-learning (QEBR) for
WMN. The QEBR is executed according to the principle
of the distributed routing. The authors proposed the
concept of neighbor energy sorting to use for the reward
of the Q-learning algorithm. The performance of the
QEBR protocol is verified by simulation method using
Python. The results have demonstrated that QEBR out-
performs the conventional method in terms of the
energy balance and the packet loss rate.

Routing based on RL using SDN architecture has also
been interested by some research groups recently. Yu and
others [16] used the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
(DDPG) mechanism [17] to propose an optimal routing
mechanism in the SDN, namely, DDPG Routing Optimi-
zation Mechanism (DROM). In this work, the authors
have proposed a reward function for the Q-learning algo-
rithm where the performance parameters such as delay,
forwarding path length, and throughput can be custom-
ized. The experiment results show that DROM has a good
convergence and effectiveness and compared with exist-
ing routing solutions. Rischke and others [18] have
proposed a new approach, QR-SDN, which uses the RL
for direct flow routing in SDN. The QR-SDN discovers
multiple routes between source and destination. By
implementing QR-SDN in a SDN emulation testbed, the
authors have demonstrated that QR-SDN outperforms
the single route approaches in term of flow latencies.

Through surveying the above published works, we
found that RL can be effectively used for routing proto-
cols in WMN. The proposed RL-based routing algorithms
bring high efficiency. In this paper, we also use the RL to
propose an intelligent routing algorithm for the SDWN,
namely, Intelligent Routing based on Software-defined
network and Machine Learning (IRSML). There are three
main differences between our work and previous work in
ML-based routing algorithms:

1. We have combined the SL and the RL methods to
find the route to destination. The SL is used to pre-
dict the PBP and EED on each hop. The RL is used
to determine the objective and the constraints for
routing.

2. We have proposed a method to determine the con-
straint of the EED and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
the SDWN by flexibly changing the learning rate coef-
ficient of the Q-learning algorithm.

3. We have proposed a reward function as the PBP along
the route from source to destination. This allows to
reduce BPB in the network.

3 | IRSML ALGORITHM

In this section, we apply the ML technique to propose an
intelligent routing algorithm for the SDWN. The pro-
posed algorithm operates according to the principle of
centralized routing, based on SDN architecture, namely,
IRSML. The objective of the IRSML algorithm is to find a
route from source to destination so that the packet block-
ing probability on that route is minimal. Concurrently,
QoT and EED are always guaranteed. In the IRSML algo-
rithm, we combine the SL and the RL methods to find a
route. The ML is used to predict the packet blocking
probability (PBP) and EED on each hop. The RL is used
to determine the objective and the constraints for routing.
The combination of ML and RL for routing brings many
advantages, especially the prediction of performance met-
rics of each hop to choose the right route. As in our pro-
posed algorithm, the ML is used to predict the PBP and
the EED over each hop. The advantage of this approach
is that it does not depend on the type of queue and
switching technique at each node. Then the PBP and the
EED are used as the reward function and the learning
rate coefficient for the RL algorithm to decide the route
selection.

3.1 | Predicting performance metrics
using SL

To determine the objective and the constraints for rout-
ing in the IRSML algorithm, we use the SL method to
predict the performance metrics, including the PBP and
EED on a route from source to destination.

3.1.1 | PBP on a route

Let Brðs,dÞ be the PBP of the packets offered to the
route from source node (s) to destination node (d), rsd.
According to statistical probability theory, Brðs,dÞ is
determined by

Brðs,dÞ¼ 1�
Y

8hij � rsd

1�Bhði, jÞð Þ, ð2Þ

where Bhði, jÞ is the PBP of the packets offered to hop hij,
defined as the ratio of the number of blocked packets to
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the number of packets offered to hij. Bhði, jÞ can be deter-
mined by different methods. Cuong and others [19,20]
have used the mobile agent to predict this value. In previ-
ous works [21–24], the authors have calculated Bhði, jÞ
based on the queuing theory with assuming M/M/1/K
queuing is used at each node. In this work, we use SL
method to predict the Bhði, jÞ.

For each hop hij in the WMN, the PBP on this hop
depends on two main components, the traffic load offers
to it (ρij) and queue length at the node i (L). By using the
regression technique of the SL method, we determine the
Bhði, jÞ as a function of the ρij and L.

Training phase: To be able to determine a regression
function for estimating Bhði, jÞ, a training data set is
required. In our proposed algorithm, the offline train-
ing method is used. The training data set is created by
simulation using OMNeT++ [25] and INET frame-
work 2.0 [26] with the assumptions are presented in
Table 1. We use a typical application scenario of
WMN, where the mobile hosts (MHs) connect to the
gateway via the access points (APs) to access the inter-
net. The simulation topology is shown in Figure 3,
which includes 17 APs and from 30 MHs to 60 MHs.
Three APs are connected to the gateway via the optical
fiber with the gigabit ethernet standard. We performed
1020 simulations for the cases that the parameters of
the ρij and L are different to determine the Bhði, jÞ versus
these parameters.

Regression: After performing 1020 simulations, we
obtained the data set of the Bhði, jÞ versus the ρij and L.

Using the surface fitting tool of the MATLAB software,
we determine a regression function of the Bhði, jÞ with the
variables of the ρij and L as follows:

Bhði, jÞ ¼ a00þa10ρijþa01Lþa20ρ2ijþa11ρijL

þa02L2þa30ρ3ijþa21ρ2ijLþa12ρijL
2

þa03L3þa40ρ4ijþa31ρ3ijLþa22ρ2ijL
2

þa13ρijL
3þa04L4þa50ρ5ijþa41ρ4ijL

þa32ρ3ijL
2þa23ρ2ijL

3þa14ρijL
4þa05L5

ð3Þ

where axy is the constant given in Table 2.

TAB L E 1 Simulation parameters

Parameters Setting

Simulation area 1000�1000 (m2)

Number of access point 17 (nodes)

Number of mobile host 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60 (nodes)

MAC protocol 802.11ac

Modulation technique 256-QAM

Data rate 54 Mbps

Transmit power 12 dBm

Receiver sensitivity �76 dBm

Transmission range 250 m

BER threshold 10�6

Minimum required signal to
noise ratio (SNR)

25 dB

Mobility model Random – Waypoint

Speed of mobile host 0–20 m/s

Simulation time 2400 s

F I GURE 3 The simulation topology of the SDWN used for

creating training data set

TABL E 2 The constants of the regression function Bhði, jÞ
Constant Value Constant Value

a00 9.103E�02 a10 1.727E�01

a01 �6.628E�02 a20 1.268E+00

a11 �1.412E�01 a02 1.623E�02

a30 �1.833E+00 a21 �4.636E�02

a12 1.613E�02 a03 �1.657E�03

a40 1.212E+00 a31 1.001E�01

a22 �5.580E�03 a13 �5.444E�04

a04 7.408E�05 a50 �3.294E�01

a41 �1.970E�02 a32 �8.670E�04

a23 1.810E�04 a14 4.676E�06

a05 �1.210E�06
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The charts in Figure 4 show the PBP of the training
data and that of the calculation according to the regres-
sion function (3). We can observe that the regression
model delivers high accurate prediction outcomes with
SSE = 0.03098, R-square = 0.9978, adjusted R-square =

0.9977, and RMSE = 0.005717.

3.1.2 | EED

The EED is the summation of time taken by a data
packet to travel from source node to destination node.
When a packet is transmitted through the route rsd, the
EED is determined by

Trðs,dÞ¼
X

8hij � rsd

Thði, jÞ, ð4Þ

where Thði, jÞ is the EED of a packet transmitted through
the hop hij. In some published research works, the
EED is usually determined based on the queue theory
[22–24]. In this work, we use the regression technique
of the SL method to predict the Thði, jÞ. The training
data set is created by simulation based on OMNeT++

[25] with scenarios and assumptions as presented in
Section 3.1.1. By using the regression technique based on
the surface fitting tool of the MATLAB software, we
determine the Thði, jÞ as a polynomial multi-variable

function (5), with the degrees of ρij and L being 5 and 4,
respectively.

Thði, jÞ ¼ b00þb10ρijþb01Lþb20ρ2ijþb11ρijLþb02L2

þb30ρ3ijþb21ρ2ijLþb12ρijL
2þb03L3þb40ρ4ij

þb31ρ3ijLþb22ρ2ijL
2þb13ρijL

3þb04L4þb50ρ5ij
þb41ρ4ijLþb32ρ3ijL

2þb23ρ2ijL
3þb14ρijL

4,

ð5Þ

where bxy is the constant given in Table 3. Figure 5 com-
pares the EED of the training data and that of the calcu-
lation according to the regression function (5). We can

F I GURE 4 Packet blocking probability comparison under

training data and regression function

TABL E 3 The constants of the regression function Thði, jÞ
Constant Value Constant Value

b00 5.378E�01 b10 �1.421E+00

b01 �1.454E�02 b20 3.587E+00

b11 4.429E�01 b02 �2.150E�03

b30 �2.493E+00 b21 �9.911E�01

b12 �1.788E�02 b03 2.467E�04

b40 �6.094E�01 b31 1.062E+00

b22 2.058E�02 b13 1.207E�04

b04 �6.100E�06 b50 7.256E�01

b41 �3.822E�01 b32 �2.263E�03

b23 �3.001E�04 b14 5.291E�06

F I GURE 5 End-to-end delay comparison under training data

and regression function
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observe that the regression model delivers high accurate
prediction outcomes with SSE = 1.374, R-square =

0.9981, adjusted R-square = 0.9981, and RMSE =

0.03805.

3.2 | Route discovery based on RL
and SL

In this section, we apply the RL method to propose the
route discovery algorithm of the IRSML with the objec-
tive of minimizing PBP on each route from source node
to destination node. Concurrently, QoT and EED are
always guaranteed. The state information used for the
routing algorithm includes BPB, EED, and SNR on each
route from source node to destination node (rsd). The
BPB is used for the objective function of the routing algo-
rithm, the EED and SNR are used to determine the rout-
ing constraints.

3.2.1 | Construct routing objective function
using Q-learning

The objective of the route selection in the IRSML algo-
rithm is to minimize the PBP on the route from source to
destination. Based on the equation of the PBP on a route,
determined according to (4), we modify the basic equa-
tion of the RL method to obtain Q-value that is the PBP
on a route, updated according to (6):

Qðs,a,dÞ
¼ ð1�αÞ�Qðs,a,dÞ þα½1�ð1�Rðs,aÞÞ� γ�ð1� min

8b � Na

Qða,b,dÞÞ�,

ð6Þ

where Qðs,a,dÞ is the PBP on the route along the source
node (s) to the node a to the destination node (d). Rðs,aÞ
is the reward received when moving from s to a that it is
also the PBP on the hop from s to a in our context, that
is, Rðs,aÞ is equal to Bhðs,aÞ, predicted according to the
regression (3). α and γ are the learning rate and the dis-
count factor, respectively.

3.2.2 | Determine routing constraints using
Q-learning

To ensure the quality of service (QoS), the found route
must satisfy the constraints of the EED and QoT. In the

IRSML algorithm, these constraints are determined by
changing flexibly the learning rate of α in learning (6). To
do this, the EED and QoT are also updated during updat-
ing Q-value.

Update EED: For every time Q-value is updated,
EED is also updated according to (7):

Trðs,a,dÞ¼Thðs,aÞþTrða,b0,dÞ, ð7Þ

with Trðs,a,dÞ and Trða,b0,dÞ are the EEDs of the route
along s to a to d and a to b0 to d, respectively, determined
according to (4), b0 is the neighbor node of the node a
that satisfies the condition of (8):

Qða,b0Þ ¼ min
8b�Na

Qða,bÞ, ð8Þ

Thðs,aÞ is the EED of the hop from s to a, predicted
according to the regression (5).

Update QoT: To ensure QoT on data transmission
routes, QoT must be updated during learning to deter-
mine the constraint of routing. In our context, QoT is
defined as the SNR at the destination node of each route.
The SDWN is a type of multihop wireless network.
Therefore, the SNR at the destination node of a route
depends on the relay type of the intermediate nodes, that
is, amplify and forward (AF) or decode and forward
(DF) [27,28], determined by

βrðs,dÞ¼
P

8hij � rsd
1

βhði, jÞ
� ��1

if AF,

min
8hij � rsd

βhði, jÞð Þ otherwise,

8><
>: ð9Þ

where βrðs,dÞ and βhði, jÞ are the SNRs of the
route rsd and the hop hij, respectively. During learning,
the SNR is updated every time updating Q-value.
From (9), we determine the update equation for SNR as
follows:

βrðs,a,dÞ¼
min βhðs,aÞ,βrða,b0,dÞð Þ if DF,

1
βhðs,aÞþ

1
βrða,b0,dÞ

� ��1
otherwise,

8<
: ð10Þ

where βrðs,a,dÞ and βrða,b0,dÞ are the SNRs of the route
along s to a to d and a to b0 to d, respectively. βhðs,aÞ is
the SNR of the hop from s to a.
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Determine the constraints of EED and QoT: In
our RL model, the learning rate α varies flexibly
depending on the βrðs,a,dÞ and Trðs,a,dÞ to determine
the constraints of the QoT and EED for discovering route.
The learning rate α varies as follows:

α¼ 1 if βrðs,a,dÞ≥ βreq and Trðs,a,dÞ≤T lim ,

0 otherwise,

�

where βreq is the required SNR in order to ensure the
QoT of the data transmission routes, T lim is the limita-
tion of the EED in the network.

Equation (11) has shown that, in the process of learn-
ing the next state, the IRSML algorithm only learns in
the cases that the SNR and EED satisfy the given con-
strains (α¼ 1). Otherwise, it will not learn ðα¼ 0Þ. For
this learning principle, the found routes always satisfy
the constraints of the QoT and EED.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of updating the
Q-value for discovering new route from the source node
(s) to the destination node (d). The blocks from (1) to
(13) and from (14) to (18) are to set initial values for vari-
ables. For each node k in the network, if k is the neighbor
of the destination node (d), Q-value, SNR, and EED are
set to Bðk,dÞ,βhðk,dÞ, and Thðk,dÞ, respectively (block
from (14) to (18)). Otherwise, Q-value is set to a enough
large value, SNR and EED are set to the zero (block from
(3) to (5)). In addition, for each nodes pair (i, j), the
reward function from i to j is set to Bhði, jÞ if the i is the
neighbor of the j (there is a link from i to j). Otherwise, it
is set to a enough large value (block from (6) to (11)). The
block from (19) to (39) is a learning process to update the
Q-value to determine the routing table.

In the IRSML algorithm, the Q-value matrix stores
the packet blocking probability of the routes from each
node to d, which satisfy the constraints of the QoT and
EED. After updating Q-value matrix according to Algo-
rithm 1, the route from s to d with the minimum packet
blocking probability is determined according to Algo-
rithm 2 to update the flow switch table. Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2 are implemented at SDN Cotroller.
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4 | PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
BY SIMULATION

To validate the performance of the IRSML algorithm, we
have simulated using OMNeT++ 4.2 [25] and INET
framework 2.0 [26]. The simulation scenarios are set up
as the training scenarios to predict the performance met-
rics using SL, presented in Section 3.1. The assumptions
are presented in Table 1. The IRSML algorithm is com-
pared with the Shortest Path Routing (SPR) algorithm in
terms of the PDR, packet blocking probability, network
throughput, EED, and the QoT on the data transmission
routes.

4.1 | Study of PDR

PDR is one of the important performance parameters of a
network system, defined as the ratio of the total of the
successfully received packets by the destination nodes to
the total of sent packets by the source node. In Figure 6,
we compare the performance of the SPR and IRSML
algorithm under PDR versus the traffic load generated by
each MH. These results are simulated for the case that
the average mobility speed of MHs is 10 m/s. We can
observe that, when the traffic load is low, from 1 Mbps to
5 Mbps, the performance of both SPR and IRSML algo-
rithm under PDR is similar. This is caused by the IRSML
is a load balancing routing. Meanwhile, this routing tech-
nique usually does not have much signification in the
case of low traffic load. However, in the case of heavy
traffic load, the PDR of the IRSML algorithm increases
significantly compared with that of the SPR algorithm.
For example, considering the case that the number of
MHs is 40, and the traffic load generated by each MH is

9 Mbps, the PDRs of the SRP and IRSML algorithm are
86.16 and 93.94, respectively. Thus, the PDR of the
IRSML algorithm increases by 7.78% compared with that
of the SPR algorithm. For other cases, the PDR increases
averagely about 7.6%. This significant increase of PDR
caused by the IRSML algorithm has found the load bal-
ancing routes, thus reducing bottlenecks in the network,
leading to an increase in the PDR. In addition, the con-
straint conditions of the QoT have been considered dur-
ing route discovery, so QoT on the data transmission
route is guaranteed, leading to an increase in PDR.

In addition to the dependence on the traffic load, the
PDR also depends on the number of MHs. This is clearly
visible from Figure 7, where we plot the PDR as a func-
tion of the total of MHs for the case that the traffic load
generated by each MH is 6 Mbps, and the average mobil-
ity speed of MHs is 10 m/s. The curves in Figure 7 have
shown that the more total MHs, the more BPD decreases
for both SPR and IRSML algorithms. The reason is that
the more total MHs, the more traffic load in the overall
network. However, the IRSML algorithm always per-
forms better than the SPR algorithm in terms of the PDR.
Specifically, considering the case of 45 MHs, the PDRs of
the SPR and IRSML algorithms are 89.81% and 97.95%.
Thus, the PDR has increased by 8.13% for the case of the
IRSML algorithm. For the remaining cases, the PDR
increases an average of 10% for the IRSML algorithm.

4.2 | Study of throughput

Another typical measure that is commonly used for net-
work performance evaluation is throughput. In our

F I GURE 6 Performance comparison of the SPR and IRSML

algorithm under packet delivery ratio versus the traffic load of each

mobile host

F I GURE 7 Performance comparison of the SPR and IRSML

algorithm under packet delivery ratio versus the number of

mobile host
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simulation, it is defined as the successfully received traf-
fic by the gateway to a time unit, measured in bits per
second (bps) or its multiples (Kbps, Mbps, and so on). In
Figure 8, we compare the performance of the SPR and
IRSML algorithm under throughput for the cases that the
average load traffic generated by the MHs is 6 Mbps, the
average mobility speed of MHs is 10 m/s. We can observe
that, when the simulation time is less than 250 s, the
throughput fluctuates quite a lot because the routing
algorithm has not converged. When the simulation time
is greater than 250 s, the routing algorithm has converged
so the throughput is relatively stable. The convergence
time of both SPR and IRSML algorithms is quite fast
because these algorithms work based on the SDN archi-
tecture, the routing table learning process is executed at
the SDN Controller, where there is full state information
of the entire network. We can observe that the IRSML
algorithm yields greater throughput than SPR algorithm
in both cases 50 MHs and 60 MHs. Specifically, consider-
ing the case of 50 MHs, the average throughput of the
SRP and IRSML algorithms are 265.52 Mbps and 289.36
Mbps, respectively. Thus, the average throughput of the
IRSML algorithm increases by 23.84 Mbps compared
with that of the SPR algorithm.

In case the traffic load offered by each MH changes,
the throughput of both IRSML and SPR algorithms is
shown in Figure 9. We can observe that the higher the
traffic load, the higher the throughput is. However, the
IRSML algorithm always yields greater throughput than
the SPR algorithm for both cases of 50 MHs and 60 MHs.
The average throughput increased by 20.87 Mbps and
23.31 Mbps for the cases of 50 MHs and 60 MHs, respec-
tively. In Figure 10, we analyze the throughput versus
the number of MHs. Similar to the above cases, the
IRSML algorithm always performs better than SPR algo-
rithm in terms of throughput when the number of MHs
changes from 30 to 60. The throughput improved by an

average of 21.44 Mbps and 29.50 Mbps for the cases that
the traffic loads offered by each MH are 6 Mbps and 9
Mbps, respectively. These results have shown that the
higher the traffic load or the greater the number of MHs,
the more efficient IRSML algorithm is executed in terms
of network throughput.

4.3 | Study of SNR

Next, we analyze the SNR on data transmission routes,
defined as the ratio of signal power to the noise power at
the receiver of the destination node of a route. This is a
performance parameter that reflects the QoT of the net-
work system. The simulation result in Figure 11 is the
SNR of the data transmission channels in the overall

F I GURE 8 Performance comparison of the SPR and IRSML

algorithm under throughput versus simulation time

F I GURE 9 Performance comparison of the SPR and IRSML

algorithm under throughput versus the traffic load of each

mobile host

F I GURE 1 0 Performance comparison of the SPR and IRSML

algorithm under throughput versus the number of mobile host
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network, measured during the simulation. According to
the assumptions of the simulation scenarios presented in
section 3.1 (Table 1), the minimum required SNR for
ensuring the QoT is 25 dB. The charts in Figure 11 have
shown that, for SPR algorithm, many channels do not
ensure the QoT because its SNR is less than the mini-
mum required SNR, 25 dB. In the case of the IRSML
algorithm, the SNR improved significantly compared
with that of the SPR algorithm. Its values are always
greater than the minimum required SNR, 25 dB. The
SNR spectrums of both IRSML and SPR algorithm are
shown in Figure 12. For the SPR algorithm, the SNR
spectrum is distributed in the range from 24 dB to 29 dB,
with 12.5% in the range from 24 dB to 25 dB. This value
range does not guarantee the QoT because it is less than
the minimum required SNR. For the IRSML algorithm,
the SNR spectrum is distributed in the range from 25 dB
to 29 dB. This value range always guarantees QoT. This is
caused by while discovering the new route using the RL
method, the constraints of the QoT were considered
during the learning. Therefore, the routes found always
ensure QoT.

4.4 | Study of EED

Finally, we analyze the EED of both algorithms. The
obtained results are shown in Figure 13, where we plot
the EED as a function of the traffic load offered by each
MH. In this case, the number of the MHs is 60, and the
average mobility speed of MHs is 10 m/s. The charts in
Figure 13 have shown that the higher the traffic load, the
higher the EED. This is caused by the queuing delay

increases in the case of the heavy traffic load. Comparing
the SPR and IRSML algorithms, we can show the EED is
similar. There are some cases where the EED of the
IRSML algorithm is higher than that of the SPR algo-
rithm, but the difference is not significant.

Based on the simulation results presented above, we
have commented that the IRSML algorithm performs
more efficiently than the SPR algorithm in terms of the
PDR, throughput, SNR of the data transmission routes,
and does not affect the EED in the network.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

The application of ML to routing control in wireless
networks has attracted many research groups recently.
The different methods of ML can be effectively applied
to improve routing protocols to improve network
performance. In this paper, we have investigated the

F I GURE 1 1 Performance comparison of the SPR and IRSML

algorithm under SNR versus simulation time

F I GURE 1 2 Performance comparison of the SPR and IRSML

algorithm under SNR spectrum

F I GURE 1 3 Performance comparison of the SPR and IRSML

algorithm under end-to-end delay versus the traffic load of each

mobile host
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application of ML for routing in the software-defined
wireless networks (SDWN). An intelligent routing algo-
rithm is then proposed based on the ML, called IRSML
with the idea of combining SL (SL) and RL methods to
discover new routes. The SL is used to predict the perfor-
mance metrics of the links, including EED and PBP. The
routing is done by the RL method. We used the Q-value
in the fundamental equation of the RL to store the PBP,
used for the aim of the route selection. Concurrently, the
coefficient of the learning rate is flexibly changed to
determine the constraints of routing. These constraints
include QoT and EED. By simulation method, we have
verified the performance of the IRSML algorithm. The
simulation results have shown that the proposed algo-
rithm has significantly improved the network perfor-
mance in terms of the QoT, PDR, and network
throughput compared with other well-known routing
algorithms. Specifically, for the proposed algorithm,
IRSML, the PDR, throughput, and minimum value of
SNR have increased on average about 1 dB, 9.5%, and
24 Mbit/s, respectively.

In the near future, we continue to study the applica-
tion of ML to control routing for other wireless network
models, such as mobile ad hoc networks, vehicular ad
hoc network.
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